aid

adhesive cart

bag

anti- chart
infection

bandage

basin

basin

antiseptic dressing

arm cream

baby drip

compressed kit
air

hypodermic stand

measuring

cough mask

ice syrup

measuring

gauze needle

ID spoon

medical

emesis outlet

examination pack

identity table

medical

infectious table

shampoo

bottle

bedside tube

brace

blood gauge
pressure

bracelet

catheter gloves

tube

children's instruments

button

colostomy jug

first aid pad

gauze table

IV tag

breathing

IV tape

nasogastric

hearing rest

IV tube

neck

heating pole

kidney ward

nurse call

height scale

latex waste bin

overbed

Original vocabulary for Hospital Item Dominoes #1
1. This activity is best done in a group with one set of cards between 3 to 5 students.
2. Create a set of 40 cardboard-backed cards for classroom use. Alternatively print copies for students to take home and practise.
3. Prepare for the activity by familiarizing students with the vocabulary (below).
4. When you're ready to play, lay all the cards face up on a large table or desk.
5. Choose a card at random. Try to match another card to the part of the word on the first card (for example, match 'ice' to 'pack').
6. Try to avoid making combinations such as medical cream, colostomy pack, height gauge, and ice cream!
7. Remember that it may not be possible to create a perfect, complete chain each time. Sometimes the chain may need to be broken up and
reconnected. The activity will work best if the combinations are compounds derived from the list below:

adhesive tape

compressed air outlet

hypodermic needle

measuring jug

anti-infection mask

cough syrup

ice pack

measuring spoon

antiseptic cream

emesis basin

ID bracelet

medical chart

arm rest

examination table

identity tag

medical instruments

baby bottle

first aid kit

infectious waste bin

naso-gastric tube

bedside table

gauze bandage

IV drip

neck brace

blood pressure gauge

gauze dressing

IV pole

nurse call button

breathing tube

hearing aid

IV stand

overbed table

catheter tube

heating pad

kidney basin

shampoo cart

children's wardcolostomy bag

height scale

latex gloves
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